
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
director, technology. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for director, technology

Provide guidance to business partners on launch of new business processes
The ability to advise internal and client teams through the pros and cons of
the recommended distributed system you or your team designed and explain
rationale how it can help achieve business objectives
Create reporting for T2 Senior Management, Chief Compliance Officers, and
key business partners representing the regulatory risk that certain projects,
systems and processes present to the firm
Proactively work with technology and business partners on design of
innovative risk mitigating processes
Lead or assist with technology projects designed to reduce regulatory risk in
the business
Work with business partners on design of innovative risk mitigating processes
Recommend information technology strategies, policies, and procedures by
evaluating organization outcomes, identifying problems, evaluating trends,
and anticipating requirements
Work in a consultative fashion with other department heads, such as
marketing, development, sales, and operations as an advisor of technologies
and processes that may improve their efficiency and effectiveness
Provide staff oversight to ensure new operations plans, policies, procedures,
and transition/migration plans are consistent with the overall company goals
and objectives
Implement disaster recovery and back-up procedures and information
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Qualifications for director, technology

Work with both internal and external hosting solutions (experience with cloud
and virtual servers a plus)
Experience as a presenter, writer or contributor to open source projects in
the technology community
Experience with Agile/SCRUM and/or lean methodologies
Strong Java Technologies background and expertise in related technologies,
such as Spring, Struts, hibernate
Typically 15+ years of experience working in Information Technology
Experience working with cloud-based technologies


